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status
@hale27storm I'm glad you could join us :) #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye thank you so much #rwworkshop
RT @cb6luvs2read: Thank you everyone! Love learning from and with all of you! #rwworkshop
Thank you everyone! Love learning from and with all of you! #rwworkshop
RT @kelleemoye: The archive can be found on http://t.co/g5tOf3K5 #rwworkshop
RT @kelleemoye: Join me next month (first Wednesday of the month)- same time, same place!
#rwworkshop
@teachandgolf :) I hope you join us again! #rwworkshop
The archive can be found on http://t.co/tYAcjrxQ #rwworkshop
RT @kelleemoye: Join me next month (first Wednesday of the month)- same time, same place!
#rwworkshop
@kelleemoye Thanks! This was great! #rwworkshop
Join me next month (first Wednesday of the month)- same time, same place! #rwworkshop
Thank you all so much for a wonderful chat again! It is always so informational and helps me
grow as a teacher. #rwworkshop
RT @donalynbooks: @kelleemoye In the Middle-- the book that began it all for me.
Book Whisperer, Reading Zone, Notebook Connections, Readicide, lots of good ones out there!
#rwworkshop
RT @wclodfelter: @kelleemoye #rwworkshop Strategies that work and anything by Lucy
Calkins - yes! I agree! #rwworkshop
@wclodfelter Which Lucy Calkins should I start with? #rwworkshop
RT @hale27storm: Book whisperer, reading ladders, Kelly Gallagher & Jeff Anderson books,
conferring, real revision #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye #rwworkshop Strategies that work and anything by Lucy Calkins
@teachandgolf I don't have all the answers- always learning, reading, innovating #rwworkshop
@cb6luvs2read Yay! If I don't have much to share back, I'm sorry. Developing as I go. So, I will
in the future or as I create! #rwworkshop
@teachandgolf I'm absolutely open to sharing ideas with u thru email! :) I'll start sending u
stuff tomorrow! #rwworkshop
@mindi_r #rwworkshop Having faith in "reading more than ever" & setting short-term goals
with students motivates and stretches them. Keys.
RT @donalynbooks: @kelleemoye In the Middle-- the book that began it all for me.
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@teachandgolf most of the time, I allow the letters to be open ended. SLOW has been very
11/2/2011 10:01 PM successful #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye @donalynbooks has been a huge inspiration for me. I read that book in a day I
11/2/2011 10:00 PM loved it so much. #rwworkshop
11/2/2011 10:00 PM @kelleemoye In the Middle-- the book that began it all for me. #rwworkshop
Book whisperer, reading ladders, Kelly Gallagher & Jeff Anderson books, conferring, real
11/2/2011 10:00 PM revision #rwworkshop
@teachandgolf I use journal prompts and responses or connect with lesson, but I am working
11/2/2011 9:59 PM on growing and scaffolding. #rwworkshop
11/2/2011 9:59 PM The Book Whisperer, books by Nancie Atwell, Mosaic of Thought #rwworkshop
#rwworkshop I second Book Whisperer. Also Notebook Connections by Aimee Buckner.
11/2/2011 9:58 PM Conferring, The KeySton… (cont) http://t.co/BwsHbUOZ
11/2/2011 9:58 PM That Workshop Book or Notebook Connections by Aimee Bucker #rwworkshop
@mindi_r @polkadotowlblog I'm also on an island. But this is yr 3 at my school and teachers
11/2/2011 9:58 PM are starting to become interested #rwworkshop
If anyone has anything they feel works-please DM and I'll send you my email to exchange
11/2/2011 9:58 PM thoughts/ideas?! #rwworkshop
Mine is @donalynbooks The Book Whisperer. Was the jolt I needed to switch how I taught.
11/2/2011 9:58 PM #rwworkshop
@teachandgolf I have mine focus on the skill that week, for example, cause and effect.
11/2/2011 9:57 PM #rwworkshop
11/2/2011 9:57 PM Real quick (3 minutes left)- Please share your must read professional books for #rwworkshop
11/2/2011 9:57 PM @annrich7 Yes! Absolutely! #rwworkshop
11/2/2011 9:57 PM #rwworkshop Gotta run and be a mom now. Night all! Thanks for a great chat.
Do you mostly leave it open ended for them? More like Lit Letters from Atwell? What works!?!
11/2/2011 9:57 PM #rwworkshop
I'd really like to know more about what every1 does for rdg letters that work for MS kids..need
11/2/2011 9:56 PM something that works.. #rwworkshop
11/2/2011 9:56 PM @heisereads What, #rwworkshop wasn't on your calendar?
11/2/2011 9:56 PM @cb6luvs2read I love that there are so many great pic books for older readers! #rwworkshop
11/2/2011 9:56 PM @mindi_r @polkadotowlblog I hear you about the island. #rwworkshop
11/2/2011 9:56 PM @heisereads :( Archive will be on the wiki though. #rwworkshop
@PolkaDotOwlBlog #rwworkshop Our whole district has moved to the workshop model now.
11/2/2011 9:56 PM Even in my reading int… (cont) http://t.co/Tfizi1ef
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9:55 PM Shoot...forgot about #rwworkshop chat again :(
@PolkaDotOwlBlog @mindi_r I'm having better success with my ELLs than my regular classes!
9:55 PM #rwworkshop
I've really tried to promote rdg pic books- never "2 old" so my struggling readers can feel like
9:55 PM it's ok to pick those up. #rwworkshop
9:54 PM @mindi_r Everyone I talk to says it will only work with the "high groups" #rwworkshop
@PolkaDotOwlBlog Just know that it is a best practice and your kids will truly succeed and we
9:53 PM are here always to help :) #rwworkshop
9:52 PM @PolkaDotOwlBlog #rwworkshop I've been there. It's hard to be an island.
All of my kids are feeling successful w/ GNs :) RT @cb6luvs2read: My English Learners are
9:52 PM feeling successful w/ graphic novels #rwworkshop
9:52 PM @teachandgolf yes! #rwworkshop
RT @teachandgolf: Kids have said they noticed a change in themselves-they actually are
9:52 PM reading books they ENJOY this year. #rwworkshop
9:51 PM @mindi_r I second that. So many books are circulated. I hear kids talking about books
9:51 PM My English Learners are feeling successful with graphic novels #rwworkshop
9:51 PM sorry so late...kids are asking,"can't we just read?" #rwworkshop
I agree- these kids can read for 30 minutes no problem! RT @cb6luvs2read: Great stamina!
9:51 PM #rwworkshop
Kids have said they noticed a change in themselves-they actually are reading books they ENJOY
9:51 PM this year. #rwworkshop
And these are all kids that are reading 1 or more grade levels below grade level & some had
9:51 PM never read a book before this year. #rwworkshop
9:50 PM Great stamina! #rwworkshop
Students are recommending books 2 each other like crazy! They don't need much suggestions
9:50 PM from me. Kinda :( a lil in a good way #rwworkshop
9:49 PM Going well: My 3 classes of 55 students have read almost 270 books already this year!
They ind rd 12 min, I read aloud another 12, we share read Freak the Mighty (right now) which
9:49 PM will get at some standards. #rwworkshop
#rwworkshop In my classes it's the sheer number of books being read. I have some kids who
9:49 PM have read over 20 books during first quarter.
#rwworkshop Whoa! It's almost 9! Hard to believe. With just 10 minutes left, can we share
9:48 PM what's going well in our workshops?
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I agree w/ @mind_r lots of modeling, think alouds, it will show up eventually in the written
9:48 PM responses and conversations. #rwworkshop
9:47 PM @teachandgolf #rwworkshop I can't imagine having only 42 minutes. I feel so lucky!
@teachandgolf Have double blocks this year (1st year doing rdg workshop)- don't know how
9:47 PM you all with <90 would do it... #rwworkshop
9:46 PM @teachandgolf I'll check in a moment if it's there :) #rwworkshop
9:46 PM Anyone who has 42 min classes want to share how a typical day goes? #rwworkshop
9:46 PM @cb6luvs2read Got it already I think. thanks :) #rwworkshop
@teachandgolf it's a direct message option on the twitter page. I have to look @ actual pg to
9:45 PM tell u where though, I'm on iPad #rwworkshop
@mindi_r That cracked me up!! We don't use lockers. Post its were on my supply list, but only
9:44 PM 4 students brought them.... #rwworkshop
Yeah I've tried to develop an entire year of new curriculum (was basal #$*%) before this
9:44 PM summer-course-never goes as planned :) #rwworkshop
@teachandgolf We haven't started using them yet. Will be implemented in a couple of years.
9:43 PM #rwworkshop
9:43 PM @teachandgolf we're starting a transition that will be in full swing by 2013 #rwworkshop
@teachandgolf #rwworkshop our state adopted them, but my district just redid our
9:43 PM curriculum in LA and it'… (cont) http://t.co/D5Og9PFp
9:43 PM @kelleemoye the dollar store and the dollar section at Target always have them! :-).
@kelleemoye on school supply list, then I make a community stash when kids bring in.
9:42 PM #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye #rwworkshop The way I supply the rest of my classroom stock. I rummage
9:42 PM after locker clean out… (cont) http://t.co/CAMvWfEx
9:41 PM Is anyone else out there having to deal with the Common Core Standards? #rwworkshop
9:41 PM Here's a question: How do you supply your post-it stock? ;) #rwworkshop
9:41 PM I use Lucy Calkins type rubric once a quarter #rwworkshop
9:40 PM @cb6luvs2read Great! THANKS! Dumb ?-new to twitter-how do I DM you? :) #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye #rwworkshop all we can work for is to be better teachers than we were the
9:40 PM year before. It take… (cont) http://t.co/xwaOYypf
RT @mindi_r: @kelleemoye I struggle with finding the time, too, but I know I have to honor
9:40 PM my conferring time as much as I can #rwworkshop
9:40 PM @cb6luvs2read @wclodfelter Our state test. #rwworkshop
9:39 PM @teachandgolf DM your email and I can send u electronically what I have if u want
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9:34 PM

@mindi_r Working on it :) Not good at it yet, but working on it :) May not get it this year, but
getting better. #rwworkshop
@cb6luvs2read I'd like to know what your rubric looks like :) #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye #rwworkshop I won't even tell you how long it took me to figure that out.
@wclodfelter FCAT? #rwworkshop
I grd response for effort every wk, use a rubric 2 gd entire ntbk abt once a month. Double
entry journals. I have 97 students #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye #rwworkshop I struggle with finding the time, too, but I know I have to honor
my conferring time as much as I can
@cb6luvs2read that might! how do you do your dbl entry? kids write to friends? #rwworkshop
@teachandgolf Yes, I know how important it is (prob the most important), but time flies!
#rwworkshop
@teachandgolf #rwworkshop I try to respond to every kid once each week. Sometimes I write
in their notebooks… (cont) http://t.co/H7Q3o1WW
RT @kelleemoye: Have found that conferring is really hard for me b/c of time. I agree-between
ind.rdg. read aloud/shared rd..ugh #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye me too. #rwworkshop
@mindi_r I color code my dialogue journals. #rwworkshop
@hale27storm #rwworkshop Sometimes it's a common text we've shared as part of our
genre study and sometime… (cont) http://t.co/91wcYsgL
@mindi_r Like the stickers and more spread out grading- love the practical way of doing it.
#rwworkshop
@kelleemoye I think so. I teach 6th and found them extremely helpful. #rwworkshop
@teachandgolf I grade reading logs, responses, FCAT mini-assessments and occasionally
conference follow-ups. #rwworkshop
@mindi_r do you respond to them or just give them a grade? bring them to conference? etc.?
#rwworkshop
Have found that conferring is really hard for me b/c of time. Between helping kids get new
books, update notebooks, etc times up #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye #rwworkshop @ColoReader 's Conferring is definitely good for MS as well as
elementary. I reread it each summer.
@teachandgolf I've also tried this yr. double entry journals. Could that work for you?
@teachandgolf #rwworkshop I see about 60 kids a day (3 double blocks). I put stickers on
their notebooks-4di… (cont) http://t.co/mC7TRlzJ
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9:34 PM @kelleemoye @mindi_r do they just watch you model based on common text #rwworkshop
@teachandgolf I struggle b/c I try not to grade too many formative assessments. Also do mini9:34 PM analyses as a summarize assessment #rwworkshop
@cb6luvs2read @mindi_r Both of those conferring books good for middle school too?
9:34 PM #rwworkshop
maybe ppl can list things they grade? I feel like we're all over with topics! How do you all
9:34 PM manage grading the letters? 95 kids #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye #rwworkshop It's amazing the difference you see in kids after modeling your
9:33 PM own thinking. I don'… (cont) http://t.co/Rem8jRbe
Conferring is the most challenging, yet the most critical in workshop. So individualized
9:33 PM #rwworkshop
9:33 PM @mindi_r Maybe will remove prompts later in the year. Use it as scaffolding. #rwworkshop
@mindi_r I love seeing that they are trying new responses now that they have seen how to do
9:33 PM different ones. #rwworkshop
@mindi_r Modeling more now after that realization (have modeled 5/10 prompts), but using
9:32 PM prompts as guidelines right now. #rwworkshop
RT @mindi_r: @teachandgolf #rwworkshop reading @Coloreaders Conferring book helped
9:31 PM me with my conferring in reading > yes! #rwworkshop
RT @mindi_r: @HeatherCorral #rwworkshop Heather, Im on like yr 4 or 5 of this and Im STILL
9:31 PM trying to figure all of it-Yr 7me2! #rwworkshop
@hale27storm Some. I do other things than reading workshop, though, so some grades from
9:30 PM those as well. #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye #rwworkshop It takes lots and lots and lots of modeling, too. Never
9:30 PM underestimate the power of mod… (cont) http://t.co/2QwSxUj8
9:30 PM Conferring with readers by Serravallo and Goldberg is a great resource! #rwworkshop
9:30 PM So are you grading formative assessments #rwworkshop
RT @cb6luvs2read: @hale27storm I like that idea! Ive been thinking of how to get more info
9:29 PM from kids in regards to standards-YES #rwworkshop
RT @kelleemoye: Between SLOW and Post-it note assessment- already learned A LOT tonight.
9:29 PM #rwworkshop
@PolkaDotOwlBlog When learning to teach standards without guide, just try new things. Use
9:29 PM picture books. Use their readings. #rwworkshop
@hale27storm I have like 5 grades right now-need a weekly one I think. I want ideas on what
9:29 PM to grade-obviously stuff w/standards #rwworkshop
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9:28 PM @hale27storm me too!!!!! #rwworkshop
9:28 PM @hale27storm I agree! #rwworkshop #rwworkshop
@hale27storm I like that idea! I've been thinking of how to get more info from kids in regards
9:28 PM to standards #rwworkshop
9:28 PM @hale27storm I have to have 3 grades per week..... #rwworkshop
@HeatherCorral #rwworkshop Heather, I'm on like year 4 or 5 of this and I'm STILL trying to
9:27 PM figure all of th… (cont) http://t.co/TMydFKee
9:27 PM Between SLOW and Post-it note assessment- already learned A LOT tonight. #rwworkshop
9:27 PM I hate having to assign a letter grade #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye research the rdr, compliment, decide on teaching point for reader, then think
9:27 PM abt next steps 4 reader #rwworkshop
9:27 PM How many grades do you all have per quarter #rwworkshop
@PolkaDotOwlBlog #rwworkshop You have to trust yourself to know what your curriculum is
9:26 PM and what your kids ne… (cont) http://t.co/qpNGRq3o
@teachandgolf SLOW: 4 paragraphs, summary, Discuss a line or life lesson, opinions,
9:26 PM wonderings #rwworkshop
9:25 PM @teachandgolf questions based on standards. Quick informal assessment #rwworkshop
@teachandgolf #rwworkshop reading @Coloreader's Conferring book helped me with my
9:25 PM conferring in reading works… (cont) http://t.co/IOm6Rpce
How do you decide what to teach for mini lessons w/o a guide to help you? That's my fear...
9:25 PM Too dependent on guide. #rwworkshop #rwworkshop
9:25 PM @teachandgolf @kelleemoye hmm I like that idea. I always feel rushed #rwworkshop
@teachandgolf #rwworkshop I just note the main ideas we talk about and set a goal for them
9:24 PM to work on for nex… (cont) http://t.co/M3HScszs
9:24 PM @hale27storm LOVE the idea! #rwworkshop
#rwworkshop @mindi_r still struggling to find what works for me (conferring); how can it be
9:24 PM streamlined (re:easy) and informational [take2]
9:24 PM @cb6luvs2read what's SLOW? #rwworkshop
9:24 PM @cb6luvs2read Teachers college format? #rwworkshop
@mindi_r what do you write down as a record when you talk with them about their books? I
9:24 PM find it hard to write-I just talk w/'em #rwworkshop
9:23 PM I use SLOW w response letters too. The kids like it. #rwworkshop
A colleague started SLOW w/ response letters: summary, line/life lesson, opinions,
9:23 PM wonderings. Helpful 4 kids who need structure #rwworkshop
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9:23 PM @teachandgolf that was my goal more data to ensure they r mastering standards
@hale27storm #rwworkshop They are getting better at the responses as the year goes on.
9:23 PM They have so much to sa… (cont) http://t.co/9G3CK1zT
9:23 PM @mindi_r Oh no! Will need to check your stream to see what you've been saying :)
9:22 PM @cb6luvs2read yes kind of. But individualized #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye #rwworkshop Conferences are my main vehicle of formative assessment. Talking
9:22 PM to my kids is the bes… (cont) http://t.co/4kjifJNJ
@kelleemoye both. I reteach, preassess, monitor with them I track how they master the
9:22 PM standards #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye I visited a rww model school in NYC last week. They give a 'work habits' grade in
9:22 PM every class. #rwworkshop
9:22 PM #rwworkshop Just realized why my tweets are showing up in the stream. Misspelled hashtag!
@teachandgolf I'm trying this yr to follow the teachers college format: research, compliment,
9:22 PM teaching point, next step #rwworkshop
@PolkaDotOwlBlog No worries- you can ask any questions as well. Chat is for questions and
9:21 PM advice :) A bunch of us are newbies. #rwworkshop
9:21 PM @hale27storm Maybe I missed this-what goes on the post its? #rwworkshop
9:20 PM @hale27storm would this be similar to the exit slip idea? #rwworkshop
@hale27storm @kelleemoye I usually use Fridays as our library day. We head there, and JUST
9:20 PM READ. They love it. I read too. #rwworkshop
9:20 PM @hale27storm Do you pick what they put on the post it or do they? #rwworkshop
9:20 PM @kelleemoye @mindi_r my lower levels just want to summarize too #rwworkshop
I wish I had more advice to give. I am trying to transition from anthology to #rwworkshop
9:20 PM #rwworkshop
@hale27storm Right now we read 3 days without an assignment and 1 with. Would like to
9:19 PM bump it to 2/2. #rwworkshop
9:19 PM @hale27storm @teachandgolf 40 min!? Oh my! That's tough! #rwworkshop
9:19 PM @kelleemoye I collect post-it and keep
9:19 PM @cb6luvs2read what does your conferring look like? #rwworkshop
9:19 PM @kelleemoye try to also just let them read sometimes w/o assignment #rwworkshop
@hale27storm how's your book going thing. I feel I need more "data" and more info to give
9:18 PM parents on their reading abilities.. #rwworkshop
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@kelleemoye may have them tell me major conflict and who is involved. Or how setting
9:18 PM affects plot. Or how thy chose that book #rwworkshop
@CharleneIrvinBR @cb6luvs2read Everyone loves monkeys! We track the # of books on a
9:18 PM chart- kids love putting a sticker up! #rwworkshop
@hale27storm that's what I have-hard to teach reading well in 40 minutes-I only get to meet
9:18 PM with 1 kid/day and it's just a quick #rwworkshop
Conferring is key getting into the mind of that rdr! I feel like I really know my kids as readers.
9:17 PM But tough 2 "grade" #rwworkshop
@PolkaDotOwlBlog Yes, I've just started to use post its as a formative assessment, but not a
9:17 PM grade. #rwworkshop
9:17 PM @kelleemoye @cb6luvs2read I have 40
9:17 PM @hale27storm Can you elaborate on the post it note question with standard? #rwworkshop
9:16 PM @kelleemoye I do post it note questions. One per kid per week w/ specific standards
@hale27storm @cb6luvs2read I've been doing a weekly status check, but have realized
9:16 PM recently that I need a daily one. #rwworkshop
9:15 PM I've seen post-its used #rwworkshop
@teachandgolf prepared, etc. It helps me assess a student's responsibility vs. academics.
9:15 PM #rwworkshop
@wclodfelter Anywhere from 10 to 30 min. I confer on the spot with kids who need it, have a
9:15 PM question, etc. #rwworkshop
9:15 PM @kelleemoye @cb6luvs2read yes status is essential #rwworkshop
@teachandgolf I have made a section of my overall grade a responsibility grade. It includes
9:15 PM turning things in on time, being... #rwworkshop
9:14 PM @kelleemoye can you explain more of this to us? sounds like a good idea #rwworkshop
9:14 PM @teachandgolf I don't grade it. But it's valuable information!!!! #rwworkshop
9:13 PM Anyone assess reading workshop any other way than responses/letters? #rwworkshop
9:13 PM @cb6luvs2read I'm just getting ready to start that. How long does it take you? #rwworkshop
RT My ? about assessments with reading workshop- I am trying to get away from RC/AR tests,
9:13 PM so need other assessments.-agree #rwworkshop
@teachandgolf @cb6luvs2read I use a responsibility grade for responsibility stuff- 10% of my
9:13 PM grade. #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye @hale27storm @mindi_r #rwworkshop mine have a list of prompts to choose
9:12 PM from on the days they aren't skill specific. I do 2/week
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@cb6luvs2read I need to do daily statuses... Would help me assess the speed/home reading of
9:12 PM each student. #rwworkshop
@cb6luvs2read do you give a grade for this? I did do this every day-now I just do on Mondays
9:12 PM and Fridays #rwworkshop
9:11 PM @cb6luvs2read I had trouble if I didn't give one day that they wrote. #rwworkshop
9:11 PM @mindi_r thank you. How do they seem to be doing? #rwworkshop are they tiring of it
Daily I do status of the class. I check w/ each rdr what bk they r rdg, what pg they r on.
9:11 PM #rwworkshop
9:11 PM @mindi_r PLEASE let me know if it is good! :) Would def fit nicely into my class. #rwworkshop
@hale27storm @mindi_r I use specific jumpstarts depending on our lessons right now- haven't
9:10 PM let go completely of the reigns yet #rwworkshop
They r expected to write 1 response by Friday. I encourage them everyday to get started.
9:09 PM #rwworkshop
@mindi_r @kelleemoye #rwworkshop I have that book too, just hard to find the time to
9:09 PM analyze the miscues. Want more data on kids-no time tho
9:08 PM @mindi_r are they specific assignments. Or just what their book is about #rwworkshop
9:08 PM @mindi_r #rwworkshop I've tried letter essays too, but it's hard with sixth graders!
@cb6luvs2read @mindi_r Do you all give one day that they have to write or just a due date?
9:08 PM #rwworkshop
I'm in my 1st year w/ workshop and I personally use responses weekly to reading right now,
9:07 PM but struggle w/ how authentic it is. #rwworkshop
@mindi_r I do response letters too, weekly. But I struggle w/ kids who wait until last min to
9:07 PM write them #rwworkshop
RT @cb6luvs2read: I always struggle w/ finding a balance b/w accountability, written response
9:06 PM & not wanting to create Readicide #rwworkshop
9:06 PM #rwworkshop I am new to the whole wkshop idea. I am curious how you assess daily.
9:06 PM @kelleemoye wondering if/how anyone grades formative assessment within #rwworkshop
My question about assessments with reading workshop- I am trying to get away from RC/AR
9:06 PM tests, so need other assessments. #rwworkshop
I always struggle with finding a balance b/w accountability, written response and not wanting
9:06 PM to create Readicide #rwworkshop
#rwworkshop When it comes to responses, I struggle. I've tried lots of different things such as
9:05 PM Lit Letters… (cont) http://t.co/4JJOoLVd
9:05 PM @PolkaDotOwlBlog Welcome! Glad you could join us. #rwworkshop
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9:05 PM #rwworkshop hello!
#rwworkshop I'd like to know what everyone does. We're in the process of switching to
9:05 PM Common Core standards so totally redoing curriculum
RT @kelleemoye: Well, today we r going 2 talk abt authentic responses & assessments. Any
9:05 PM questions, advice, concerns abt these? #rwworkshop
@teachandgolf Welcome! Just follow the hashtag and make sure to put the tag when you post
9:04 PM :) I use tweetchat to follow. #rwworkshop
Well, today we are going to talk about authentic responses and assessments. Any questions,
9:04 PM advice, concerns about these? #rwworkshop
9:04 PM #rwworkshop not sure how this works as this is my first chat!
9:03 PM @kelleemoye Thank you :) #rwworkshop
9:03 PM #rwworkshop I'll be peeking in and out:)
9:02 PM @cb6luvs2read Glad you're back Cindy :) #rwworkshop
9:02 PM @mindi_r #rwworkshop-nope others are here!
9:02 PM @kelleemoye hello! #rwworkshop
9:02 PM So happy to be here! Been bummed I missed the last few! #rwworkshop
9:01 PM Sorry- was trying to cram dinner in before the chat :) #rwworkshop
9:01 PM #rwworkshop Am I the only one here???? :-)
9:01 PM It's time :) Hello everyone! #rwworkshop
9:00 PM #rwworkshop And we're off!
8:57 PM RT @kelleemoye: Almost time for #rwworkshop
8:56 PM RT @kelleemoye: Almost time for #rwworkshop
8:53 PM @teachandgolf Yay! I am so honored you chose #rwworkshop as your first! :)
8:47 PM Almost time for #rwworkshop
8:45 PM #rwworkshop chat in 15 minutes!
RT @cb6luvs2read: RT @kelleemoye: #rwworkshop chat tonight! Well b discussing authentic
8:42 PM responses & assessments-join us!Novices & experts welcome #Rwworkshop
RT @kelleemoye: #rwworkshop chat tonight! Well b discussing authentic responses &
8:37 PM assessments-join us!Novices & experts welcome #Rwworkshop
8:23 PM @PolkaDotOwlBlog Yes, I archive the chat at http://t.co/GajZHRtk #rwworkshop
8:16 PM Does anyone know if a transcript of #rwworkshop chat will be saved?
RT @kelleemoye: #rwworkshop chat tonight! We'll be discussing authentic responses and
5:54 PM assessments- join us! Novices and experts welcome :) Pls RT
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#rwworkshop chat tonight! We'll be discussing authentic responses and assessments- join us!
4:52 PM Novices and experts welcome :) Pls RT
RT @kelleemoye #rwworkshop chat tonight :) We'll be discussing authentic responses and
4:46 PM assessments- join us! Pls RT
RT @kelleemoye: #rwworkshop chat tonight :) We'll be discussing authentic responses and
1:27 PM assessments- join us! Pls RT
#rwworkshop chat tonight :) We'll be discussing authentic responses and assessments- join us!
1:09 PM Pls RT
RT @kelleemoye: Join us for #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat tomorrow at 9PM
10:13 PM ET. Topic: Authentic responses and assessment. :) Pls RT
RT @kelleemoye: Join us for #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat tomorrow at 9PM
9:03 PM ET. Topic: Authentic responses and assessment. :) Pls RT
RT @kelleemoye: Join us for #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat tomorrow at 9PM
8:42 PM ET. Topic: Authentic responses and assessment. :) Pls RT
RT @kelleemoye: Join us for #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat tomorrow at 9PM
8:27 PM ET. Topic: Authentic responses and assessment. :) Pls RT
RT @kelleemoye: Join us for #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat tomorrow at 9PM
8:23 PM ET. Topic: Authentic responses and assessment. :) Pls RT
RT @kelleemoye: Join us for #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat tomorrow at 9PM
8:20 PM ET. Topic: Authentic responses and assessment. :) Pls RT
Join us for #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat tomorrow at 9PM ET. Topic:
8:19 PM Authentic responses and assessment. :) Pls RT
RT @kelleemoye: Join us for #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat is on tomorrow at
6:15 PM 9PM ET. Topic: Authentic responses and assessment. :) Pls RT
Join us for #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat is on tomorrow at 9PM ET. Topic:
5:55 PM Authentic responses and assessment. :) Pls RT
RT @kelleemoye: Join us for #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat is on Wednesday
10:15 PM at 9PM ET. Topic: Authentic responses and assessment. :) Pls RT
RT @kelleemoye: Join us for #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat is on Wednesday
10:12 PM at 9PM ET. Topic: Authentic responses and assessment. :) Pls RT
RT @kelleemoye: Join us for #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat is on Wednesday
10:10 PM at 9PM ET. Topic: Authentic responses and assessment. :) Pls RT
@PolkaDotOwlBlog u might be interested in this chat: #rwworkshop (reading/writing
8:40 PM workshop) on Wed at 9PM ET.
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Join us for #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat is on Wednesday at 9PM ET. Topic:
8:34 PM Authentic responses and assessment. :) Pls RT
RT @kelleemoye: #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat is on Wednesday at 9PM ET.
12:01 AM Topic: Authentic responses and assessment. Join us :) Pls RT
RT @kelleemoye: #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat is on Wednesday at 9PM ET.
11:58 PM Topic: Authentic responses and assessment. Join us :) Pls RT
#rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat is on Wednesday at 9PM ET. Topic: Authentic
11:57 PM responses and assessment. Join us :) Pls RT
RT @cb6luvs2read: 4 all those looking 4 another great chat, join @kelleemoye & others this
9:54 PM Wed @ 9PM ET 4 #rwworkshop Topic is authentic response & assessment
RT @cb6luvs2read: 4 all those looking 4 another great chat, join @kelleemoye & others this
9:34 PM Wed @ 9PM ET 4 #rwworkshop Topic is authentic response & assessment
4 all those looking 4 another great chat, join @kelleemoye & others this Wed @ 9PM ET 4
9:33 PM #rwworkshop Topic is authentic response & assessment
@teachandgolf @cb6luvs2read @mindi_r @colbysharp #rwworkshop will be this Wednesday
3:09 PM at 9PM ET. Just follow the hashtag :)
11:46 AM @kelleemoye when is the next #rwworkshop chat?

